
 

Date: 10 September, 2021 

Subject: Call for Support for Teachers and Support Staff 

Dear Parents, 

I write to you at the start of the new school year in extraordinary times. The situation in Lebanon is 

serious, troubling and worrying for everyone, but schools must continue to operate if there is to be 

hope for your children who will lead tomorrow’s world. 

The school’s vision is to turn out well balanced, responsible, purposeful, successful young people who 

respect and are tolerant of others and who celebrate their own individuality with pride.  As a school 

we are a community and Brummana High School has been at the heart of the local community for 

nearly 150 years.  As a community we need to continue to support each other especially in these 

troubled times. 

In order to do so, we must invest in our teachers and in our staff.  They are our most valuable asset, 

in that through them we aim to realise our educational purposes.  I would ask you to help us to do 

this, so that we are able to retain those who devote their working lives to our students, but who also 

now, like so many people, are looking for better paid opportunities elsewhere.   

I would very strongly encourage you, if you are able to do so, to make a donation to a specially 

established fund for teachers and staff, of 500 ‘fresh dollars’ per child. This will be used directly to 

pay our teachers and staff, in part, in dollars, and will allow us to acknowledge their efforts and to 

retain their invaluable services.   

Whatever you can offer as a donation will make a vital difference to the lives of our teachers and 

staff and safeguard the future of our excellent school.   

The Governing body is doing everything it can to meet the school’s needs. Now we are looking for 

your help and assistance. 

Please respond to this email indicating your support by the end of September, 2021. 

Thank you for your support. We shall contact you again in due course.  In these difficult times we can 

all make a difference. 

  

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

David Gray 

Principal 


